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Attorneys for Plaintiffs,
Steven Witkoff and Lauren Witkoff

9

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

10

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, CENTRAL DISTRICT

8C517897

11
12

STEVEN WITKOFF; Individually,
LAUREN WITKOFF, Individually,

and

Case No.
COMPLAINT FOR NUISANCE AND FOR
WRONGFUL DEATH

13

Plaintiffs,
14
vs.
15
16

TOP IX, DANIEL PARK, and Does 1 Through
100, Inclusive,
Detendant.

17

18
19

COME NOW the plaintiffs, STEVEN and LAUREN WITKOFF, and allege as follows, as and

20

for their complaint against defendants TOP IX, LLC ("Topix"), DANIEL PARK, and DOES 1 to 100

21

inclusive, allege as follows:

22

This action arises out of the death of Andrew Witkoff who, at the age 0:k,2~, .gi%i on,- .-,
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August 14,2011 in Los Angeles, California by an accidental overdose of Ox yeo done, @s:9tmdWIe II2:; ~;
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26 prominent bazaar for trafficking in illegal drugs, including heroin, cocaine, Oxycodone:laif.d:ilany
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27 others.
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Plaintiffs, Steven and Lauren Witkoff, Andrew's parents,

sweJ1~jrtand stfficessors,
o
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25 individual and a known drug dealer, through Defendants' website, Topix.eom-".:-the Inteme]'S;most
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1 bring this action against Topix to,recover damages for Andrew's wrongful death, which Topix caused

.

2

"

by knowingly, willfully and intentionally operating its business in a manner that facilitates extensive

3 trafficking in illegal drugs. Plainly, this activity also constitutes a public nuisance in violation of
4

Section 3479 of California's Civil Code, which specifically defines "nuisance" to include "the illegal

5 sale of controlled substances." By reason of the foregoing, Topix is liable to the plaintiffs for aU
6

damages, including punitive dam~ges, caused by Topix; including the resulting wrongful death of

7 Andrew Witkoff.

8
9

3.

Defendant, Topix LLC is a limited liability company organized and existing under the

laws of the state of Delaware. Topix has a principal place of business and a physical location in Palo

10 Alto, California and has done and currently does business in California. Defendant Daniel Park is an
.

II

,

individual over the age of eighteen years, and is believed to be a resident of the County of Los

12 Angeles, State of California. Daniel Park is a drug dealer, who made contact with Andrew Witkoff
13
14
15
16
17

18

through defendants' website, Topix.com, and Park sold to Andrew Witkoffthe drugs that killed him.

4.

Plaintiff STEVEN WITKOFF is an individual, and at times relevant to this matter was

and is the father of decedent ANDREW WITKOFF.

5.

Plaintiff LAUREN WITKOFF is an individual, and at times relevant to this matter was

and is the mother of decedent ANDREW WITKOFF.

6.

Decedent ANDREW WITKOFF is and was the son of STEVEN and LAUREN

,19 WITKOFF. Decedent was injured, and decedent died, proximately caused by the actions and
.'

,1

.

20

inactions of the defendants and each of them. Decedent has no natural children ofhis own body, and

21

therefore Steven and Lauren Witkoff are: the beneficiaries of decedent's estate pursuant to Code of

22

Civil Procedure section 377.10; decedent's successors in interest pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure

23

section 377 .11 ~ and decedent's heirs at law. This action on behalf of decedent Andrew Witkoff is

24

hereby brought pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure sections 377.10 to 377.35 inclusive.
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Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereupon allege that defendant Topix LLC was

26 undercapitalized and underinsured for the business in which defendant was engaged, by the other
27 defendants herein, either expressly named or Does, and that said undercapitalization and/or under-

p...-:"
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~

7.

28

insurance was either done intentionally so as to attempt to shield the other defendants herein from

-2
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1 liability by putting forward an essentially empty corporate or entity shells, or was done negligently
2 and without cause on the part of defendants to reasonably believe that the capitalization or the
3 insurance of the entity was sufficient to undertake its functions and duties, including its duties to
4 creditors and other doing business With it.

5

8.

The acts complained of herein all occurred within the applicable statutes ofiimitations

6 for the causes of actions alleged.

7

9.

The true names and capacities, whether individual, corporate, associate, or otherwise,

8 of defendants DOES 1 through 100 inclusive are unknown to plaintiffs, and therefore said defendants
9 are sued herein by fictitious names. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereupon allege that each
10 of the defendants designated herein as a DOE is legally responsible in some manner for the events
11

alleged herein, and legally caused injury and damages proximately thereby to plaintiffs and/or

12 plaintiffs' decedent as herein alleged. Plaintiffs will seek to amend the complaint to substitute said
13 defendants' true names in place of said fictitious names once the defendants' true identities are
14 ascertained.
15

10.

Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereupon allege that each of the defendants .

16 sued by fictitious names DOES 1 through 100, was the agent, joint venture partner and employee of

...

17 each of the remaining defendants, and in doing the things hereinafter alleged, each was acting within
18 the course and scope of said agency, employment and joint venture with the advance knowledge,
19 acquiescence and/or subsequent ratification of each and every remaining defendant.

20
21

11.

There now exists, and at all times material hereto existed, a unity of interest and

ownership amolig and between the defendants and the defendants sued by fictitious names DOES 1

22 through 100 such that any individuality and separateness between defendants and DOES 1 through
23

100 has ceased, and each of the DOE defendants is the alter ego of each of the other defendants.

24 Defendants and each of them exercised control and dominance over the business of each of the DOE

2S defendants to such an extent that any individuality or separateness of the defendants does not, and.did
26 not, exist. Adherence to the fiction of the separate existence of the defendants, whether individual,
27 corporate, or some other entity distinct from the DOE defendants would permit an abuse of the
28 corporate privilege and produce an inequitable result.
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1

12.

The acts alleged herein occurred within the County of Los Angeles, State of California.

2

13.

According to Topix, its website Topix.com "is the leading news community on the

3 Web, connecting 12.4 million people (comScore, Jan. 2013) to the information and discussions that
4 matter to them in every U.S. town and city." Topix boasts that its proprietary algorithms gather news
5 stories from 74,000 sources and categorize them into OIJe

~r

more of 450,000 separate web pages,

6 including separate pages for each of the 42,000 zip codes in the United States. On information and
7 belief, Topix itself creates and develops this information to facilitate the creation of its forums and
8 other mechanisms, some of which are used by drug dealers locate persons in the community to sell
9 their drugs. Some ofTopix.com forums and venues, have made Topix.com one of the most prominent
10 illegal drug marketplaces on the Internet.

II

14.

Topix claims that Topix.com

connect~

"12.4 million people to the information that

12

matters to them" and that its mobile-optimized site reaches 5.4 million people every month. Although

13

the majority ofthese individuals may use the site for legitimate purposes, Topix undeniably knows, or

14 has reason to know, that Topix.com is also exten..c;ively

~ed

for trafficking in illegal drugs and

15 controlled substances.
16

15.

In 2005, Topix added "comment" capability to its site allowing readers to create and

17 publish their own comments about what they were reading on Topix.com. Essentially, comments to
18 news stories on a website are analogous to "letters to the editor" in a print newspaper, except that such
19 comments can appear immediately under the article to which they refer. At or around the same time,
20 Topix created "forums," a platform of subject-matter headings within which Topix.com users can
21

create individual discussions, sometimes called "threads," on any subject of particular interest to them.

22

Other users can then enter "comments" on discussion threads as if they were commenting on a news

23

article, and in so doing can communicate with either the creator
... of the palticular thread, or with other

24 corrunenters.

As Topix was, or

s~ould

have been, well-aware, a 'significant number of these

25 "comments" on Topix.com occur in the context of illegal drug trafficking and routinely reflect offers
26 to buy or sell controlled substances illegally.
27

16.

Visitors to and users of Topix.com can view articles and forum content, create new

28 discussion threads within a forum, and post personal cOrrlments on articles or forum threads, without

-4
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creating a user profile or providing any other identifiable information to Topix.com. Topix.com users
2 cannot exchange private messages, or messages which c~ot be seen by other users of Topix.com,
3 through the site without creating a tlserprofile. Creating a user profile on Topix.com requires the user
4

to submit a username, password, email address, date of birth and zip code. On information and belief,

5 Topix and Does and the other defendants and each of them willfully, knowingly and intentionally
6

makes no effort to evaluate the accuracy of any of this information, so that establishing an effectively

7

anonymous online account is easily accomplished by 'any user, including drug traffickers. As

8 discussed in detail in below, this anonymity enables drug traffickers to readily use Topix.com forums
9

as a virtual drug bazaar-which they frequently and extensively do. Topix and Does and the other

10 defendants and each of them are not only well aware of the extensive use of the website made by drug
11

12
13

traffickers, they are completely indifferent to the publicJTI~nace their site poses.

17.

Topix expressly disclaims liability or ownership of the content posted by its readers,

yet retains the right to edit submitted content, remove it entirely after posting, or even refuse to post it.

14 In particular, Topix' Terms of Service page (hereafter the "Terms of Service") states as follows:
15

You agree that we are not liable for any content that is provided or posted by you or

16

others. We have no duty to pre-screen your content or the content of others, but we

17

have the right to refuse to post or to edit submitted content. You understand and

18

acknowledge that by using Topix, you may be exposed to content that may be

19

offensive, indecent or objectionable.

20

We may remove any content for any reason, but we are not responsible for any failure

21

or delay in removing any content. Topix does not claim ownership of the content you

22

submit, but you grant us a license to use the content (subject, of course, to our Privacy

23

Policy).

24

You agree that Topix may access, preserve and disclose your account information and

25

content if required by law or in a good faith belief'that such access, preservation or

26

disclosure is reasonably necessary to: (i) comply with legal process; (ii) enforce these

27

Terms of Service; (iii) respond to claims that any content violates the rights of third

28

parties; (iv) respond to your requests for customer service; or (v) protect the rights,

.<
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f

property or personal safety of Topix, its users and the public.
2 By its own terms, Topix is a licensee of the content posted on its web site. As a licensee Topix has a
3 property interest in the content. Topix retains to itself the rights to modify or edit contents posted to
4 its website. Topix retains to itself the rights to refuse to post content, and to remove posted content.
5 Topix thereby allows, encourages, and maintains the content posted to its website, decides whether, in
6 what form, and for how long such content will remain, and participates in the creation of said content
7 and the fornl in which it appears and continues to appear via its rights to edit or remove entirely said
8 content, and by its license of such content. The actions. and omissions of the other defendants
9

including Does herein contribute to this activity by Topix. Furthermore Topix' disavowal oflability

10 with respect to the content on its website under California law is strictly construed against Topix as an
11

exculpatory clause, impacts the interests of the public generally, and is unenforceable and against

12 public policy, particularly with respect to the market created by Topix for the acquisition, sale and

..

13
14

distribution of controlled substances and/or illegal drugs.
18.

In order to use the powers it claims the right to exercise at it') sole discretion in its

15 Terms of Service, T opix individually and in concert with the other defendants necessarily has the
16 technical ability to read, edit, and search user-submitted content to its forums. Software applications
17 for this purpose are readily available, and could easily be provided to Topix by the internet service
18 provider used by Topix to host its services. Similar to a "tape-delay" on a televised sporting event,
19 Topix web administrators using these content monitoring software applications could monitor, or
20 remove data that may be deemed inappropriate by the administrator. Alternatively, applications akin
t

I,
I

I
!

I
!

I
!
j

I!
!
!

c>
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"'->
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21

to commonly available email "spam blockers" could prevent inappropriate content from being posted

22

in the first place.

23

demonstrates that Topix either declines to use such programs, or that its use of them is, by design,

However, an inspection of Topix.com's drug-related forums conclusively

24 completely ineffectual. The manner in which Topix operates its website, knowing the extent to which
25

it is used by drug traffickers to commit crimes, reflects its unconscionable disregard for public health

0,

(:"j
',~.,'

26 and safety.

27

19.

On information and belief, Topix derives revenue from Topix.com by selling

~,,,,,:,.

l./,}

28

advertising. For this reason, Topix.com stands to benefit from each and every additional visitor to its

\'I

J
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,

1 sites (because those visitors create additional ad impressions for its advertisers).

Rather than

2 jeopardize this revenue stream, Topix knowingly, willfully and intentionally tunIS blind eye toward
3 the illegal drug activity it knows to be occurring on its web site, as discussed in greater detail below.
4 The other defendants including Does benefit by participating in this revenue flow.

5
6

20.

Although Topix proudly proclaims its identity as the "leading news community on the

Web," Topix.com has acquired another--and far less savory-- reputation: it has become one of the

7 Internet's most prominent drug bazaars, featuring a wide-ranging inventory of illegal drugs and
8 controlled substances and easy access to countless individuals ready to buy or sell them. Incredibly,
9

with a simple search, such a<; "heroin in los angeles," or only a few clicks of a mouse, through

10 Topix.com anyone seeking to buy illegal drugs or controlled substances can almost instantaneously

.

11

,

get in touch with someone willing to sell them virtually any substance they desire, including people in

12 nearby area codes from content Topix, uses to create forums, licences and has control over.
13

21.

The magnitude of this public menace is so great that, as of a date shortly before the

14 filing date of this complaint, the subject-matter forum for "Oxycontin, Roxycodone, Oxycodone" on
l~

Topix.com contained more than 100,000 separate discussion threads created by individual users.

16 Although not all of these discussion threads explicitly concern illegal drug transactions, as Topix
17 knew or should have known, and as the other defendants knew or should have known, a significant
18

percentage of them definitely do. Examples include threads with descriptions such as "Selling roxi

19 30s in NJ," "percocets and norco for give away" and "where to score in St. Louis." Representative
20 examples of these threads are set forth in Exhibit A to'this Complaint and conclusively establish
21

Topix's cynical disregard for the publi<:: menace posed by its own illegal drug-related forums. The

22

very existence of such threads and their easy and continued availability convincingly establish Topix' s

23

cynical disregard for the public menace posed by its own illegal drug-related and controlled substance

24 related forums.

25

22.

Other users can and do post responses in these discussion threads, many of which

26 respond to the thread creator's request to buy or sell drugs or controlled substances, or to other
27

requests posted by other users. In general, and as demonstrated on Topix.com itself, once a potential

28

buyer and seller identify each other, one or the other will offer to continue discussions via "PM" or
-7
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private message, indicating that the details of the drug transaction will be hammered out privately. In
2

addition, drug buyers can, and frequently do, post evaluations of the quality of the illegal drugs or

3 other controlled substances they have obtained, or warn that a particular dealer failed to deliver drugs
4
5

or controlled substances of suitable quality.
23.

Thus, Topix.com, Does and the other defendants herein and each of them, enables and

6

encourages drug traffickers, and buyers and sellers of illegal drugs and controlled substances, to

7

identify, locate and communicate directly with each other for the purpose of conducting their unlawful

8 activity, and even obtain feedback from other purchasers concerning a prospective dealer's reliability
9

and the quality of the illegal drugs or controlled substances he or she is selling. Moreover, when

10 creating these threads on Topix.com, these buyers and sellers of illegal drugs or controlled substances
11

apparently feel free to openly discuss their illicit activities; aware, or at least confident, either that

12 T opix, Does and the other defendants, do not monitor their comm~cations, or that even if defendants
1J do, that no adverse action will be taken against them.
14
15

24.

Although, as alleged at paragraph 17 supra, Topix reserves the right to edit or remove

content, this reservation of rights is illusory and nothing more than a meaningless facade. Rather than
!

..

16 actually exercising the rights T opix supposedly reserved to itself for the protection of the public,
17 Topix has knowingly, willfully and intentionally elected not to exercise those rights by, among other
18 things, removing any of the drug-trafficking-related threads or posts referred to above, at least as of
19

the date of this Complaint. The Does and other defendants herein have acted in concert with Topix in

20

the foregoing, by doing nothing to alleviate this situation. '

21
~

I
I
i
~

I

I
.~

!
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25.

Oxycodone is a Schedule II controlled substance under the federal Controlled

22

Substances Act. 21 C.F.R. § 1308.02. As such, it can be purchased legally only from a duly-licensed

23

dispenser (such as a pharmacist) with a medical practitioner's prescription. 21 U.S.C. §§ 822, 829.

24

Use of the Topix.com site by illegal drug traffickers peddling Oxycodone, among other illegal drugs

25

and controlled substances, was open, notorious and pervasive-and remains so to this day. Topix

26

knows, and has known for a considerable period of time, about this pervasive criminal activity

27

perpetrated on its website and has wrongfully and unlawfully chosen to ignore it. Does and each of

28

them know, have known, and should have known about this pervasive activity as well.
-8
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26.

The fact that Topix.com is a prominent bazaar on the Internet for trafficking in illegal

2 drugs is illustrated by the fact that a Google search conducted shortly before the date on which this
3 Complaint was filed using the phrase "where to buy oxycodone in Los Angeles" returned a Topix.com
4

discussion thread as its very first search result. Similar -results
were obtained running the identical
.

5 search on Yahoo.com and Bing.com. Since, on information and belief, search engine results are
6 detennined in P31t by web traffic to the page searched for, Topix.com's high search ranking
7 conclusively demonstrates that a significant number of individuals are linking to and using Topix.com
8

to facilitate their search for, and eventual purchase of, Oxycodone and other illegal drugs and

9

controlled substances.

10
11

27.

Plaintiffs are currently unable to precisely quantify the volume of illicit drug

transactions facilitated by the use of the Topix.com site. However, given Topix's public statements

12 concerning the millions of users the site attracts, coupled with the tens of thousands of individual
13

threads identified in the Oxycodone forum, it is reasonable
to conclude that several thousand people,
.' .

14 at the least, have entered into transactions to purchase controlled substances through the use of
15 Topix.com. Unfortunately, Andrew Witkoffwas one of those individuals.
16

28.

Andrew Witkoff struggled with drug addiction for years prior to his death. In March

17

2011, with plaintiffs' consent and approval, Andrew entered a drug treatment progr3llllocated in Los

18

Angeles, California, and had graduated to residence at a "'half-way house" facility in the weeks prior

19 ~o his death, and payment was made to the "half way house" related to Andrew Witkoffs right to
20

reside at such real property and obtain care. Unfortunately, the drug treatment center failed to monitor

21

Andrew's internet use, and data extracted from his. computer and/or phone after his death indicates

22

that Andrew used Topix.com to locate potential drug sel~ers on several occasions prior to his death.

23

29.

For eX3lllple, on August 7, 2011, while on a trip to Las Vegas accompanied by a "sober

"'~,

24

living companion," Andrew Witkoff was able to make contact, through Topix.com, with an individual

L "
! "~,:

25

using the screen name "CJ Vegas." Although Andrew was unable to meet and purchase drugs from

26 "CJ Vegas," he promised to keep "CJ Vegas" in mind for his next trip to Las Vegas.
27

\

28

I

II

30.

On his arrival back in Los Angeles on August 7, seven days before his death, Andrew

Witkoff executed several Google searches on his MacBook Pro using the following search terms:
-9
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"where to buy oxycodone los angeles." Google's top-ranked result for this search was a Topix.com
2 discussion forum.
3

31.

Upon reviewing his search results, Andrew Witkoff's next destination, according to his

4 browser history, was a discussion thread entitled "Los Angeles, help me out! F2F looking!!!"
5 (hereafter the "Oxy Thread") contained in Topix.com's "Oxycontin, Roxycontin, Oxycodone" forum
6 (hereafter

the

"Oxy

Forum")

located

at

the

following

address:

7 www.topix.comlforumldrug/oxycontinff!G8RMP8UEEPECKT6.This Oxy Thread was created on or

8 around June 18, 2011, and, on information and belief, was created by a person seeking a face to face
9 meeting to'purchase oxycodone in Los Angeles.
10

32.

The following posts on the Oxy Thread (annexed to this Complaint as Exhibit B)

11 demonstrate the pervasive level of illegal activity on Topix.com:
12

a.

Immediately after this thread was created, "Dane" aIkIa Daniel Park (hereafter "Park"),

13 responded as follows: "shoot me your email and I'll help you out." Park is a long-time trafficker in
14 illegal drugs, including Oxycodone, who was arrested by DEA agents in Los Angeles in May 2012
15 and is presently facing a federal indictment for his drug trafficking crimes .
.'..

16

b.

On June 18, 2011, commenter "yung one" writes "What you got?" in response to

17 Dane's comment above. On June 19, Dane replies, "mostly 30mg roxi. I happen to have some norcos
18 10mg/325 hydrocodone too."
19

c.

On June 19,2011, commenter "CTS2011" writes "Dane!! Message me please! InLos

20 Angeles, also looking!"
21

d.

On June 22, 2011, conunenter "inakeuptogogo" replies to Dane's June 19 comment as

22 follows: "Help ... scarlett.piazza@gmail.com"
23

e.

On June 22,2011, Dane replies to CTS2011 's June 19 comment by stating "CTS 2011

24 '" give me your email so we can chat." On July 15, CTS 2011 replies, "I don't want to post my
,

,

.~.

r····~)

.

25 email on here, can you send me a message so we can get together?"

26

33.

In this fashion, Park was able to use Topix' subject-matter forum and commenting

27 capability to meet potential purchasers of his deadly product. Because no person on the Oxy Thread
28 had posted derogatory comments concerning his service or the quality of his product, prospective
-10
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purchasers could ~ontact him with some assurance of satisfaction. Park's willingness to openly
2 discuss the quanti~y and type of product he had on hand, without using coded language, indicates how
;

3 confident he was ~hat Topix or the other defendants would not attempt to stop his activities. Finally, .
II

4 at .the time Andre)v Witkoff appeared on the Oxy Thread in August, over 700 people were reading it,
5 indicating the

sco~e of the nuisance created by Topix.
oJ August 7,2011, Andrew Witkoffposted the phrase "Dane hit me up", i.e. contact
I

6

34.

7 me, followed by' in email address, in the Oxy Thread. Defendant Park wrote back to him the very
I

I

8 same day, using the email address Andrew provided. P&k and Andrew subsequently negotiated and
!

9 agreed on the terrhs of their drug deal via direct emails and text messages, as well as at least one facei
10 to-face meeting bn August 12 at which Andrew gave Park cash in exchange for the drugs that

I

11

.

ultimately killed him. Only two days later, Andrew died of an accidental overdose of those drugs.
I

;

12

. 35.

ld surn.mary, Andrew Witkoff entered a simple Google search to find a supplier of
I

13 Oxycodone in Lds Angeles. In response to this search r~u~st, Google immediately steered Andrew
1

I

14 Witkoffto Topix.com. Google's reference to Topix.com was not incidental: the site was, in fact,
!

15 Google's top-r~ed result for the search. He read the Oxy Thread comments and discovered that

i ·

.

.

.

16 Park had been selling for Oxycodone illegally for months through that website, and
that not a single
.
.
j

•

17 person had ever!complained about the drugs Park was selling illegally. Andrew posted his email

I

I

.

.

..

.

18 address in the Oxy Thread, so that Park could receive and read his message, make contact with
19

Andrew, and sellI Andrew the drugs which ultimately took his life. . Topix, Does and the defendants

in

20 and each of the I therefore knowingly
facilitated the sale of illegal drugs to Andrew Witkoff, and
.
I

21

.

thereby created ~ public nuisance in violation of California Civil Code § 3479.
I

i

22

I

I

I

23
24

Against Topix and Does 1 to 100 and each of them

25

26

As and For The First Cause of Action

Nuisance

I

36.

!

flaintiffs repeat and reallege the allegations.contained in paragraphs 1 through 35 of

27 this Complaint

I~ if set forth in full herein.

28

plaintiffs are the sole heirs of decedent Andrew Witkoff and are entitled to the property

37.

I

12134247.1
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.

1 of Andrew Witkoffunder the law of intestate successio~.

2

38.

>

Topix, Does and defendants and each of them, knows and know that portions of the

3 website Topix.com and information developed by Topix are regularly used to facilitate the illegal sale
4 of controlled substances, or in the alternative defendants are recklessly indifferent to such facts.
5 Topix is also a licensee of the content appearing on its weosite, and as a licensee Topix has a property
6 interest in the content. Topix retains to itself the rights to modify or edit content posted to its website.
7 Topix retains to itself the rights to refuse to post content, and to remove posted content. As alleged
8 herein, Topix allows, encourages, and maintains the content posted to its website deciding whether, in
9 what form, and for how long such content will remain, and participates in the creation of said content
10 and the form in which it appears and continues to appear via its rights, exercised or not, to edit said
11

content. As a result, Topix has maintained and is currently maintaining a nuisance as defined by

12 section 3479 of the California Civil Code, which defines a nuisance to include "any activity which is
13

injurious to health, including, but not limited to, the illegal sale of controlled substances, or is indecent

14 or offensive to the senses ... ". Does and defendants and
each of them have assisted Topix in the
.'.
~

15 creation of this nuisance.
16

39.

Topix.com reaches hundreds of thousands of indi vidual users. At anyone time, tens of

17 thousands of discussion threads devoted to facilitating the illegal sale of controlled substances can be
18 accessed on Topix.com. As a result, on information and belief, thousands of individuals have
19 purchased illegal drugs and illegally purchased controlled' substances via transactions which were
20

facilitated via Topix.com, and therefore the nuisance created by Topix affects a considerable number

21

of persons and constitutes a public nuisance as defined by section 3480 of the California Civil Code.

22
23

40.

Topix' interference with rights common to the public is unreasonable, in that it

significantly interferes with the public health, safety and pe~ce by increasing the flow of illegal drugs

24 and controlled substances into and throughout California.
25

In addition, Topix's interference is

unreasonable because it is continuing and has produced a permanent and long-lasting effect upon the

26 public right, by contributing to the destnlction of thousands of lives via the scourge of illegal drugs
27

and abuse of controlled substances. An ordinary person, and ordinary persons, would be reasonably

28 annoyed and disturbed by Topix actions and inaction, and those of Does and defendants and each of
-12
12 t34247. 1
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them, in facilitating the illegal distribution and sale of drugs and controlled substances. The actions
2 andlor inactions of To pix and the other defendants herein as aforementioned comprises an interference
3 with the comfortable enjoyment of life and/or property.
4

41.

Andrew Witkoff obtained the drugs which took his life via a transactiol) which began

5 on a Topix.com discussion thread while he was physically at his residence. As such, the public
,

6 nuisance maintained by Topix was a substantial and proximate cause of Andrew Witkoff's death and
,

.

7 the loss the quiet use and enjoyment of his physical real property residence. Andrew Witkoff did not
8 commit suicide, and while the negligence andlor intentional acts of other entities, persons or
9 defendants may have contributed to causing Andrew Witkoff's death, such actions or inactions would
10 have had no effect on him but for the public nuisance maintained by Topix, Does, defendants and each
11

of them.
42.

Plaintiffs have suffered an injury different in kind from that suffered by the thousands

j

12

p::f 3:

13 of individuals who purchased illegal drugs or controlled substances on Topix.com, in that plaintiffs

~. ~g:,

14 suffered the death of their son, rather than merely the deleterious effects of consuming illegal drugs.

~ E
<C ~
o ..:t:

15 Such harms are specially injurious to plaintiffs within the meaning of section 3493 of the California

0

16 Civil Code, and it would be unreasonable and unfair to piaintiffs tor defendants to engage in the

I'ilj
Q)

z

~

17 conduct set out herein without paying for the harm done. Plaintiffs did not consent to the actions and
18 inactions of Topix or those actions and inactions by the other defendants and each of them.

19

43.

The seriousness of the harm caused by Topix and the other defendants herein

20 facilitating and participating in the marketing, distributioI1 and acquisition of illegal drugs andlor
21

controlled substances, and the failure by Topix and the other defendants herein to enact any

22 safeguards to control or limit such activity, far outweighs the social utility of the conduct by Topix
23 and defendants including Does herein.
'.

24

44.

Plaintiffs 'have suffered damages proximately and foreseeably caused by the public

j--

f·w)

k,,

2S nuisance created and maintained by Topix, Does and defendants and each ofthem, including but not
26

limited to personal injury, death, pain and suffering, severe emotional distress, lost companionship,

27 medical expenses, and lost income, lost future support, all in an amoWlt to be proven at trial but
28 reasonably believed to be in excess of $1 million.
-13
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45.

Topix and defendants could use and could have used readily available software

2 programs to monitor and/or filter the content of the forums and discussion threads, and in fact Topix
3 retains the right to do so in its Terms of Service. However, on information and belief, Topix either
4 takes no steps to monitor content whatsoever, or its efforts are so completely ineffectual as to
5 constitute reckless indifference to their success or failure, as are the actions and inactions of the Does
6 and other defendants and each of them.
7

46.

Topix' knowledge of and/or reckless indifference to the scope and magnitude of the

8 drug transactions taking place on its website constitutes malice, or despicable conduct which is carried
9 on by the defendants with a willful and conscious disregard of the rights or safety of others, within the
10 meaning of section 3294 of the California Civil Code, warranting an award of exemplary and/or

11

punitive damages against Topix, Does and defendants and each of them in an amount to be determined

~

12 at triaL The actions or inactions of' Does and the other defendants were in and of themselves

o:f ::

13 malicious and despicable, and also are and were authorized and/or ratified by Topix and by its

~ >.'"

14 officers, directors, principals, and/or managing agents.

\:ilj
CI1
'"111

~

~

<t:

~

Q)

...
'"
~
to:

,g

0

~

IS

47.

Plaintiffs also seek a permanent injunction against Topix, its officers, directors,

16 principals, and/or managing agents, Does and defendants and each of them, to prohibit defendants .
17

from facilitating and participating in the marketing, distribution and acquisition of illegal drugs and/or

]8 controlled substances, and further ordering Topix and the other defendants herein to enact any and all
19 available safeguards to control or limit such activity.

20

As and For The Second Cause of Action

21

Against Topix, Park, and Does 1 to 100 and each of them

22

Wrongful Death.

23

24
25

48.

Plaintiffs repeat and reallege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 47 of

this Complaint as if set forth in full herein.
49.

Plaintiffs are the sole heirs of decedent Andrew Witkoff and are entitled to the property

26 of Andrew Witkoff under the law of intestate succession. Decedent has no natural children of his own
.<

•

27

body, and therefore Steven and Lauren Witkoff are: the beneficiaries of decedent's estate pursuant to

28

Code of Civil Procedure section 377.10; decedent's successors in interest pursuant to Code of Civil
-14
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Procedure section 377 .11; and decedent's heirs at law.

2

50.

On or about August 14, 2011, Andrew WitkotI died from an overdose of OxyContin

3 (generic name "Oxycodone"), a Schedule II controlled substance, while resident in the County of Los
4

Angeles, State of California. He was 22 years old. Defendant Daniel Park is a drug dealer, who made

5 contact with Andrew Witkoff through defendants' website, Topix.com, and Park sold to Andrew
6

7

Witkoff the drugs that killed him.

51.

As aforementioned in detail, the actions and inactions by defendants Topix, Does,

'. 8 defendants and each of them, created an on-line, easily accessible and easily used means for
9

facilitating and participating in the marketing, distribution and acquisition of illegal drugs and/or

10 controlled substances.

11

52.

.

,

The actions, inactions, intentional wrongdoing, recklessness, and negligence of

12 defendants and each of them comprised a breach of duty and substantially and proximately caused and
13

contributed to the death of Andrew Witkoff. Plaintiffs; damages have been proximately caused by

14 defendants and each of them, as aforementioned.

15
16

53.

Plaintiffs Steven and Lauren Witkoffhave been deprived of the support, comfort and

society of their son, Andrew Witkoff, proximately caused by the actions and inactions of defendants

17 and each of them. Plaintiffs have been damaged in an amount currently unascertained but reasonably
18

expected to be in a sum in excess of the jurisdictional minimum for the California Superior Court of

19 unlimited jurisdiction. Plaintiffs have additionally incurred funeral and burial costs caused by
20 defendants.
21

54.

The knowledge of and/or reckless indifference by Topix, Does and defendants and each

22

of them, to the scope and magnitude of the drug transactions initiated on,' facilitated and encouraged

23

by the website and later actually consummated by Park constitutes malice, or despicable conduct

24

which is carried on by the defendants with a willful and conscious disregard of the rights or safety of

25

others, within the meaning of section 3294 of the California Civil Code, warranting an award of

!,-.;;.

t'.....

26 exemplary and/or punitive damages against Topix, Park, Does and defendants and each of them, in an
f")

27 amount to be determined at trial. The actions or inactions of Does and the other defendants were in
!-... ;;'

(•.,1)

28

and of themselves malicious and despicable and are and were authorized and/or ratified by Topix and
-15
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I

Ie

e

I

I

by its officers, dir~ctors, principals, and/or managing agents.
!

2

WHEREFpRE, plaintiffs pray for judgment against defendants and each of them as follows:
,

3

1.

4

rate until paid;

5 2.

F or money damages in the sum to be ascertained at trial and interest upon such sum at the legal

!

.

I

For puniti~e damages;
I

6

3.

7 4.
8

5.

For costs hf suit herein and attorneys' fees as permitted by law;

. i

For trial by jury;
I
For an inj4nction
against defendants' nuisance; and.
,
f

9 6.

10
11

12

13

14
15

For such 6ther and further relief as the court may deem proper.
1

Dated: August 9! 2013
,i

I
I

I
i

II

I
I

16
17

I

I,,
I,
J

18
19

FONDA & FRASER, LLP

BY:~u'f€i1
DANIEL K. DIK
ARMEN G. DERlAN
Attorneys for Plaintiffs, Steven Witkoff, as
Successor in Interest to Andrew Scott Witkoff,
Lauren Witkoff,Individually and Steven Witkoff,
Individually

I
I

I

i

20
2l
22

23
24
25
26
27

28
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, NSQ, I am telling them go for a buck a piece. You won' regret it Ksalofs &
· Bensadio's are no! renowned for nothing, they are known as liIe TOPSHElf' Alps &
rOiats for a very gOOd reason. '.tv other thread was de!eted, & Ilhink would have
helped as lIIere were afew old timers who vouctled for me. NOT beliUling the newer
130:'5, but people here IIslen !o IIIe Ot'Tlmers ... 1hOpe they may return.
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I have bffil pming elld enl~~ing 100 ,00 you neve, once responOeaf HELtOOO I
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EMaUs have been dlecked & answered. HB
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overwhelm Of depress you. nus is espedaUytrue
when ~ oomes to your 5nances, because right now
llley seem almosltoo ghasUy to oontemplate. Ugh.
WlIelller lIle sllllation IS really as dire as " appears is
neililer here nor there, but don' take the bleakest
possible view. There's no pfpofnt in losing sleep over
il

,Yes, OK I am sorry for not responding to EMa~s or PM's, butftl am low Oust enou~h
to get me through) or have nothing to offer I usually den' dleck lIIe accounts
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this is the rea! deal goodies, I took' B' & 2 K's WI a 400l & I'm chrJlilie all the
way.s f .00 a piece. I have a tew bol!!es left of these·
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I would n~1!r do somelhing 10 someone I would no! done 10 me. I am not a
scammer, &I only wish my first Ihread was still up. Soil\' to say ilisnl_.lrust in me,
you wonl be sorry.
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One more thing before I leave tOl lIIe nigh~ I do not ever have a minirmlrn
requirement Jus! as I said in my prelious thread. Whale-.er you need, yell get I will
also send free mall, but tor this o¢ion there is NO TRACKING. IIIls prows hard tor
80m sides, b€cause we can' prove it was delivered. I assure you !Itouon, lIlat I
have sent ft out tlis w.y &PEople always got tIleir products. I 5011 say Priority is the
bes! way lhou~h, because Hreadies even to i'Z., wiIilin 3 days. NY area Within 2·3
days TOPS. ft.nyways talers all. He
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Hi guys, just to let you Knaw I cant post new threads with my nide benzosperu or
perumeds, my alps thread was laken down,! had io aeate Ihis nickname
'benzoperu" ,and a new thread to let everyone know that I am bad\. I snow my
location in my profile so you maw Who I am, most of my customers ana triends here
know my email address, my blog address ... benzosperu dot blogspot dol com ...
and mygooglevoice #, contact me at anjlime :jthankyou
Daniel
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.know mv email aadtess. my btog addreSs ... benzosperu dot blogspot do! com ...
and my goog!evoice #, ('.(Intact me at an)1ime :) thank you
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Ycu simply dont ha:;e as much energy as usual tOday,

so vou11 have to pace yourself acoordlngl)'.lfyou Iryto
force yourself 10 do too much you11 simply run out 0/
stamina at some point and haVe to admit defea~
which wiD make Y<lU feel embarrassed and possibly
even slighl1y depressed. So do yourself afavor and
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eAquariUS
TalCe care 01 yoursell. Aquarius. as you're ladGng in
energy today. botfl p~ysica11y and emotionally. YOIl
COUld easily become despondent and lelllargic When
things c!on' go your way. and tflere may also be an
uneasy atmosphere between )'\IU and awoman whidl
only adds to your troubles. Try not to let all this weigh
you down and make you feel worse than ever.

jusl 5300 . 1have noticed you are writing on so many posts ,i think you 00 noi know
the difference between a leg~ seiler and a fake seller. just ruz you got Scammed
doesnl mean all sellers lIear are scams okay home boy
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The finandal outlook isnt as rosy as you wOuld UkE.
and irs getting you down, Maybe you're depressed
trom having to scrimp and scrape untillhe next
infusion of cash. or yoU're worried that you're going to
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SWankfti, Will you emall me? Wondering how mudl the(re going for 3nd Mlere yOu'd
wantte meet up.
Raebozellc@MtmaH.com

Tate care of yoursen, Aquarius. as you're lacking in
energy today. both physically and emotionally Yeu
cookl easUy become despoMenl and lethargic WIlen
things don1 go vour way. and lIIere may also be an
uneasy atmosphere between you and a woman WIlidl
cntv adds to )'(Iur troubles. Try not to Ie! all tIlis weigh
you down and make you feef worse than I!'Ier
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IThanks sk8f. That makes sense now.

',t;nd yeah super dry o~1 there. Thanks US Government you are really keeping liS
:safe. On I mean keeping llIe money rolling in fO( yourselves. Assdowns. rm a
'prOfeSSional, responsible, intetligent adult so !hanks for lell1l19 me wtlafs good for
·me.... End sarcasm ....
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Hey all, sorry to get hopes up early on in lI1e day. I didn' end up ronneding 3S soon

B ''''ey), 2013

'as IllIought I was going to. I am hoping 10 be ready 10 go here in the nell hoor or 2
'and I Will respond all who are interested right MY. More lI1an likely, wilen t have
'lhem,theYli be 35 and either a's (more lI1an likely) or m's. Get at you soon...
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,{ hate to '>'Ill u aU up there OU! I have QuHe a bil of blueberries down here in porUand.1
'donl mail but if ur willing to come 10 pol1lana.1 can for sure beat $35 but rrJoe r 525530 so email me at plownpa!@holmai1.com and come on dooYNi1Nln 10 portland.
.OIl and I doubt I am runnng out fOt at least a week sin~ I h3'le access to three
:Saipts roghtnow otL~em. on and r. bluebemes{30s) I have nght now nl didnl say.
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Since: Apr 11

89
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Looking for 30's or something along those lines ...
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\:ci;ab'6~'fiiclaen

----_•._--a big fish
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May 13, 2011

Judge it! I Report Abuse I Reply

II

GlImee,IL

i am not face to face but i will send a small order first and you can pay me when you
get it hows that sound i am legit and halt these tuckers around this site screw it up tor
both you and i i deal in the old o's 20mil and dillies 2&4 mil
drop me a line abigtuna1@gmail.corl1

aheartxlikethis

#3 I

May 13, 20fl

Since: Apr 11
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aheartxlikethis

May 14.2011

~. Since: Apr 11

Still looking ... if anyone has anything will meet f2f
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#4

,89

toca/loll ,.idden

dane

Jun 18, 2011

Norlll HolfywoO<J. CA

shoot me your email and I'll help you out.
Dane

yung one

Jun 18. 2011

Since: Mar 10

dane wrote:

110

shool me your email and I'll help you out.
Dane

What you got?

------------_.
dane

Jun 19. 2011

Nortl! Nollywcod. CA

mostly 30mg roxi ..

I happen to have some norcos lOmg/325 hydrocodone too.

CTS2011
)

lUll

19. 2011
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. Since: May 11
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Dane!' Message me please! In Los Angeles, also looking!
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Oceanside. CA

im in orangecnty .. help me fiH my scrip n ill do $5 30s

-----------------------------------------------------------.---------------Callie Budz
21.
#12 I
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Jun

2011

n

Ladef'IJ RanCh. CA

skeeter wrote:
im in orangecnty.. 'lelp me fill my scrip n ill do $5 30s

skeeter. hit me up. let's meet for coffee.
-fish.
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dane wrote:

Locatioll hidden

moslly 30mg roxi..
I happen to have some norcos 10mgl325 hydrocodone too.

Help.. scarlett.piazza@gmail.com
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CTS 2011 .... give me your email so we can chat
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Really looking for 30s ...

Scarlett.piazza@gmail.com
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Since: May 1 I

dane wrote:
CTS ZOll ... give me your email so we can chal

10

I don't want to post my email on here, can you send me a message so we can
illg~~~

drew

.

Sunday Aug 7
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LOS Allgeles. CA

dane hit me up andrew2073@aol.com
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~ is not complex under rule 3.400 of the
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issues that will be time-consuming to resolve
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Substantial amount of documentary evidence
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Large number of witnesses
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NS ON HOW TO COMPLETE THE COV

CM-010
SHEET

To Plaintiffs and Others Filing First Papers. If you are filing a first paper (for example, a compiaint) in a civil case, you must
co~pl~te and file, along with your first paper, the Civil Case Cover Sheet contained on page 1. This information will be used to compile
stattstlcs about the types and numbers of cases filed. You must complete items 1 through 6 on the sheet. In item 1, you must check
one box for the case .type that best describes the case. If the case fits both a general and a more specific type of case listed in item 1,
check the more specific one. If the case has multiple causes of action, check the box that best indicates the primary cause ot action.
To assist you in completing the sheet, examples of the cases that belong under each case type in item 1 are provided below. A cover
~heet must be filed only with your initial paper. Failure to file a cover sheet with the first paper filed in a civil case may subject a party,
Its counsel, or both to sanctions under rules 2.30 and 3.220 of the California Rules of Court.
To Parties in Rule 3.740 Collections Cases. A "collections case" under rule 3.740' is defined as an action for recovery of money
owed in a sum stated to be certain that is not more than $25,000. exclusive of interest and attorney's fees, arising from a transaction in
which property, services, or money was acquired on credit. A collections case does not include an action seeking the following: (1) tort
damages, (2) punitive damages, (3) recovery of real property, (4) recovery of personal property. or (5) a prejudgment writ of
attachment. The identification of a case as a rule 3.740 collections case on this form means that it will be exempt from the general
time-for-service requirements and case management rules, unless a defendant files a responsive pleading. A rule 3.740 collections
case will be subject to the requirements for service and obtaining a judgment in rule 3.740.
To Parties in Complex Cases. In complex cases only, parties must also use the Civil Case Cover Sheet to designate whether the
case is complex. If a plaintiff believes the case is complex under rule 3.400 of the California Rules of Court. this must be indicated by
completing the appropriate boxes in items 1 and 2. If a plaintiff deSignates a case as complex, the cover sheet must be served with the
complaint on all parties to the action. A defendant may file and serve no later than the time of its first appearance a joinder in the
plaintiffs deSignation, a counter-designation that the case is not complex, or, if the plaintiff has made no designation, a designation that
the case is complex.
Auto Tort
Auto (22}-Personallnjury/Property
DamagelWrongful Death
Uninsured Motorist (46) (if the
case involves an uninsured
motorist claim subject to
arbitration. check this item
instead of Auto)
Other PIIPDIWD (Personallnjuryl
Property DamagelWrongful Death)
Tort
Asbestos (04)
Asbestos Property Damage
Asbestos Personallnjuryl
Wrongful Death
Product Liability (not asbestos or
toxic/environmental) (24)
Medical Malpractice (4S)
Medical MalpracticePhysicians & Surgeons
Other Professional Health Care
Malpractice
Other PIIPDIWD (23)
Premises liability (e.g., slip
and fall)
Intentional Bodily InjurylPDMlD2~
(e.g., assault, vandalism) ',~;j
Intentional Infliction of
Emotional Distress
Negligent Infliction at
Emotional Distress
Other PI/PDMlD
Non-PIIPDIWD (Other) Tort
Business Tort/Unfair Business
Practice (07)
Civil Rights (e.g., discrimination,
~Jalse arrest) (not civil
;';;·'harassment) (08)
DE;famation (e.g .• slander. libel)
\""(13)

Fraud (16)
Int!3l1ectual Property (19)
Professional Negligence (25)
\-egal Malpractice
t""Other Professional Malpractice
.,
(not medical or legal)
Other Non-PI/PDMID Tort (35)
Emplpyment
vtrongful Termination (36) Other
',;'.Employment (15)

CM'()10"rA~Y. July I, 20071

CASE TYPES AND EXAMPLES
Contract
Breach ot ContractM/arranty (06)
Breach of Rental/Lease
Contract (not tllllawful detainer
or wrongful eviction)
ContractM/arranty Breach-5eller
Plaintiff (not fraud or negligence)
Negligent Breach of Contractl
Warranty
Other Breach of ContractlWarranty
Collections (e.g., money owed, open
book accounts) (09)
Collection Case-Seller Plaintiff
Other Promissory Note/Collections
Case
Insurance Coverage (not provisionally
complex) (18)
Auto Subrogation
Other Coverage
Other Contract (37)
Contractual Fraud
Other Contract Dispute
Real Property
Eminent Domainllnverse
Condemnation (14)
Wrongful Eviction (33)
Other Real Property (e.g., quiet title) (26)
Writ of Possession of Real Property
Mortgage Foreclosure
Quiet Title
Other Real Property (not eminent
domain, landlord/tenant or
foreclosure)
Unlawful Detainer
Commercial (31)
Residential (32)
Drugs (38) (if the case involVes illegal
drugs, cheCk this item: otherwise,
report as Commercial or Residential)
Judicial Review
Asset Forfeiture (05)
Petition Re: Arbitration Award (11)
Writ of Mandate (02)
Writ-Administrative Mandamus
Writ~andamus on Limited Court
Case Matter
Writ-Other Limited Court Case
Review
Other Judicial Review (39)
Review of Health Officer Order
Notice of Appeal-labor
Commissioner Appeals

Provisionally Complex Civil Utlgation (Cat
Rules of Court Rules 3,400-3,403)
Antitrust/Trade Regulation (03)
Construction Defed (10)
Claims Involving Mass Tort (40)
Securities Litigation (28)
Environmental/Toxic Tort (30)
Insurance Coverage Claims
(an'sing from provisionally complelf.
case type listed above) (41)
Enforcement of Judgment
Enforcement of Judgment (20)
Abstract of Judgment (Out of
County)
Confession of Judgment (nondomestic relations)
Sister State Judgment
Administrative Agency Award
(not unpaid taxes)
Petition/Certification of Entry of
Judgment on Unpaid Taxes
Other Enforcement of Judgment
Case
Miscellaneous Civil Complaint
RICO (27)
Other Complaint (not specified
above) (42)
Declaratory Relief Only
Injunctive Relief Only (nonharassment)
Mechanics Lien
Other Commercial Complaint
Case (non-tortlnon~mplex)
Other Civil Complaint
(non-tortlnon-complex)
Miscellaneous Civil Petition
Partnership and Corporate
Govemance (21)
Other Petition (not specified
above) (43)
Civil Harassment
Workplace Violence
Elder/Dependent Adult
Abuse
Election Contest
Petition for Name Change
Petition for Relief From late
Claim
Other Civil Petition

CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET
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SHORT TITLE:

Steve Witkoff, et. al. vs. Topix, et.

L CASE COVER SHEET ADDENDUM AND- .
STATEMENT OF LOCATION
UNDS FOR ASSIGNMENT TO COURTHOUSE LOCATION)
This form Is required

to Local Rule 2.0 In all new civil case filings hi the Los Angeles Superior Court.

and fill in the estimated length of hearing expected for this case:
JURY TRIAL? .

DYES . LIMITED CASE?

Item II. Indicate the correct

Check 2!!.! Superior

Step 3: In Column C, circle
checked. For any exception to

e Civil Case Cover Sheet form, find the main Civil Case Cover Sheet heading for your
to the right in Column A the Civil Case Cover Sheet case type you selected.
I

type of action in Column

S' below which best describes 'the nature of. this case ..

reason for the court location choice that applies to the type of action you have
court location, see Local Rule 2.0.

. Applicable R¢,ascms
1. Class actions must be filed in the
2. May be filed in central (other
3. location where cause of
4. location where bodily injury,
5. Location where performance requi

YES TIME ESTIMATED FOR TRIAl: _ _ _ -"O=-.:.H.:.::O:..::U~R:.::;S/~!2l:::.i!!...::D::..A.:.:.Y..::..S

and courthouse location (4 steps -If you checked "Limited Case", skip to Item III, Pg. 4):

Step 1: After first completing
case in the left margin below,
Step 2:

0

nO()SlrIQ

Courthouse Location (see Column C below)

Mosk Courthouse, central district.
no bodily injury/property damage).

C~'''C''''lC\J

6. location of property or permanently garaged vehicle.
7. LoCation where petitioner resides.
.
8. location wherein defendanVrespondent functions wholly.
9. location where one or more Qf the parties reside.
10. Location of labor Commissioner Office

on page 4 in Item III; complete Item IV. Sign the· declaration.

Motor Vehicle - Personallnjury/Property DamagelWrongful Death·

$at::
::a

0

«I-

Uninsured Motorist (46)

Asbestos (04)

Product Liability (24)

Medical Malpractice

Other
Personal Injury
. Property Damage
Wrongful Death
(23)

o
o
o

A7110 Personal Injury/Property Damage/Wrongful Death - Uninsured Motorist

1.,2.,4.

A6070 Asbestos Property Damage

2:

A7221 . Asbestos - PersonallnjurylWfongful Death

2.

o A?260

o
o

1.,4.

A7240 Other Professional Health Care Malpractice

1.,4.

Premises Liability (e.g., Slip and fall)

109 (Rev. 03/11)

1.,4.

A7230 Intentional Bodily InjuryiProperty DamagelWrongful Death (e.g.,
assault, vandalism, etc.)

CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET ADDENDUM
AND STATEMENT OF LOCATION

1.,4.
1.,

A7270 Intentionallnfiiction of Emotional Distress
A7220 Other Personal I

LASC Approved 03-04

1.,2.,3.,4.,8.

A7210 Medical Malpractice - Physicians & Surgeons

o A72sO

o
o

Product Liability (not asbestos or toxic/environmental)

Death

3.

1.,4.

·J

SHORT TITLE:

Steve Witkoff, et. at. vs. Topix, et a!.

Business Tort (07)

OA6029 Other Commercial/Business Tort (not fraud/breach of contract)

1.,3.

Civil Rights (08)

OA6005 Civil Rights/Discrimination

ea..::J

1.,2.,3.

Defamation (13)

DA6010 Defamation (slanderllibel)

1.,2.,3.

::s ::s
'2'0,
- c:

Fraud (16).

OA6013 Fraud (no contract)

1.• 2.,3.

OA6017 Legal Malpractice

1.,2.,3.

OA6050 Other Professional Malpractice (not medical or legal)

1.,2.,3.

OA6025 Other Non-Personallnjury/Property Damage tort

2,3.

OA6037 Wrongful Termination

1.,2.,3.

OA6024 Other Employment Complaint Case,

1,2.• 3. ,

OA6109 Labor Commissioner Appeals

10.

~~
41.-

Q..c:

~~

lOe

5;:

CI)_

li;41
a.CII

E

C
o C'Q
zo

c:
41

Professional Negligence (25)

Other (35)
Wrongful Termination (36)

E

>.

0

0.
E

Other Employment (15)

w

OA6004 Breach of Rental/Lease Contract (not unlawful detainer or wrongful
eviction)
Breach of Contractl Warranty
(06)
(not insurance)

--

[JA6008 ContractlWarranty Breach

OA6028 .Other Breach of ContractlWarranty (not fraud or negligence)

u

I!!
c:

Collections (09)

0

0

Insurance Coverage (18)

Other Contract (37)

~
41

1.,2.,5.
1,2.,5.

OA6002 Collections Case-Seller Plaintiff

2.,5 .. 6.

OA6012 Other Promissory Note/Collections Case

2.,5.

PAG015 Insurance Coverage (not complex)

1.• 2.,5:,8.

OAG009 Contractual Fraud

1,,2.,3.,5.

OA6031 Tortious Interference

1.,2.,3.,5.

OA6027 Other Contract Dispute(not breacMnsurance/fraud/negfigence)

1.,2.,3 .• 8.

Eminent Domainllnverse
Condemnation (14)

OA7300 Eminent Domain/Condemnation

. Wrongful Eviction (33)

OA6023 Wrongful Eviction Case

2.,6.

OA6018 Mortgage Foreclosure

2.,6.

OA6032 Quiet Title

2.,6.

OAG060 Other'Real Property (not eminent domain. landlord/tenant. foreclosure)

2.,6.

OA6021' Unlawful Detainer-Commercial (not drugs or wrongful eviction)'

2.,6.

OA6020 Unlawful Detainer-Residential (not drugs or wrongful eviction)

2.,6.

o

;2.,6.

Q.

e
a.
10

41
0:;",

~Seller Plaintiff (no traud/~e9ligence)

OA6019 Negligent Breach of ContractlWarranty (no fraud)

2 .• 5.
2.,5.

Other Real Property (26)

'e"..;'

':.,~.

-Commercial

a;.;;.

Number of parcels __:_.

2.

j:

"iii

'4)/

0

Unlawful Detainer-Residential
(32)

"3

'it
co,

A6020F Unlawful Detainer-Past-Foreclosure

C

:;::)",
·'~h.,f

Unlawful Detainer-Drugs (38)

OA6022 Unlawful Detainer-Drugs

2.,6.

p~

LA«.tY 109 (Rev. 03/11)
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SHORT TITLE:
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'.\

.~
l

,I
~

~

~
.~

Asset Forfeiture (05)

~

i~

>
1

•J

,

-1

~.

<II

Petition re Arbitration (11)

";
<II
cr.::
iii

'u

Writ of Mandate (02)

'6

.,.,
:::I

i

Other Judicial Review (39)

t

II
I

AntitrusVTrade Regulation

c
0

~

C»

Construction Defect (10)

)(

Claims Involving Mass Tort
(40)

:5
<II

0.

II
i

OA610a Asset Forfeiture Case

2.,6:

OA6115 Petition to Compel/ConfirmNacate Arbitration

2.,5.

qA6151 Writ - Administrative Mandamus

2.,8.

OA6152 Writ - Mandamus 00 Limited Court Case Matter

2.

OA6153 Writ - Other Limited Court Case Review

2.

DA6150 Other WritiJudi~ial Review

2.,8,.

DA6oo3 AntitrusVTrade Regulation

1.,2.,8.

DA6oo7 ConstruCtion Defect

1.,2.,3.

DA6oo6 Claims Involving Mass Tort

1.,2.,8.

DA6035 Securities Litigation Case

1,2.,8.

DA6036 Toxic TortiEnvironmental .

.1.,2.,3.,8.

OA6014 Insurance Coverage/Subrogation (Complex case only)

1,2.,5.,8.

E

0

Securities Litigation (28)

(.)

b
iii

c

Toxic Tort.
Environmental (30)

0

'iii

';

e

0..

Insurance Cover~ge
from Complex Ca~e (41

DA6141

--

2... 9.

Sister State Judgment

2.,6.

c c

DA6160 Abstract of Judgment

E
E
<IIC»

DA6107 Confession of Judgment (non-domestic relations)

2.,9.

OA6140 Administrative Agency Award (not unpaid taxes)

2:,.8.

<II <II

U'C
...

:::I

~.,.,

Enforcement
of Judgment (20)

c_

w

.'

.<

0

RICO (27)

til

OA6114 Petition/Certificate for Entry of Judgment on Unpaid Tax

2.,8.

DA6112 Other Enforcement of Judgment Case

2.,8.,9.

DA6033 Racketeering (RICO) Case

1.,2., S.

DA603o Declaratory Relief Only

1.,2,8.

DA6040 Injunctive Relief Only (not domesticlharassment)

2:,

tII:::I.E

2.!!!

co.
I'll

E

=0

B<..>

til::

"- ,>
:E

Other Complaints
(Not SpeCified Above) (42)

(.)

Partnership Corporation .
Governance (21)

til

:::I

DA6011

Other Commercial Complaint Case (noo-tortlnon-complex)

a.

1.,2., S.

DA6000 Other Civil Complaint (non-tortlnon.com'plex)

1.,2., S.

OA6113 Partnership and Corporate Governance Case

2., S.

CO

DA6121 Civil Harassment

2.,3.,9.

C

DA6123 Workplace Harassment

2.,3 .. 9.

DA6124 Elder/Dependent Adult Abuse Case

2.,3.,9.

DA6190 Election Contest

2.

til

~.~.~

~o.
~~;

:in:;;

Other Petitions
(Not Specified Above)
(43)

-:-'\

.
1' .. ,.-

DA6110 Petition for Change of Name
DA6170 Petition for Relief from Late Claim Law

o

A6100 Other Civil Petition

2:,7.
'2.,3.,4.,

a.

2.,9.

r!~
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Item III. Statement of Location:
circumstance indicated in Item II.,

the address of the accident, party's'residence or place of business, performance, or other
3 on Page 1, as the proper reason for filing in the court location you selected.

,

ADDRESS:

REASON: Check the appropriate boxe's for the numbers shown
under Column C for the type of actionjthat you have selected for
this case.
I

1524 Sunset Plaza Drive

I
01.02. C8J3. 04.05. 06. 107.08.09.010.
I
I

CITY:

f

!

Los Angeles

STATE:

ZIP CODE:

Ca

90069

•f
t

Item IV. Declaration of Assignment: I ~ecfare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true

,

and correct and that the above-entitle& matter is properly tiled for assignment to the

Central

Los Angeles.

'courthouse in the

District of the Superior Court of California, County of Los Angeles [Code Civ. Proc., § 392 et seq., and Local

Rule 2.0, subds. (b), (c) and (d)].

I·

..

i

I

~----------..

I
I'

Dated: Augu~~ 9,2013

~z'

I

(SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEYIFILING PARTY)

TODD E. CROUTCH

I,
I

PLEASE HAVE THE' FOLLOWINp ITEMS COMPLETED AND READY TO BE FILED IN ORDER TO PRO PERL Y
COMMENCE YOUR NEW COUR;T CASE:
I
1.

Original Complaint or Petition.

.

.

2.

If filing a Complaint, a

3.

Civil Case Cover Sheet, J,udicial Council form CM·010.

4.

Civil Case Cover Sheet Addendum and Statement of Location form,·LACIV 109, LASC Approved 03-04 (Rev.
03/11).
.'
I

5.

Payment in fU;, of the

6.

A signed order apPointind the Guardian ad Litem, Judicial Council form CIV-010, if the plaintiff or petitioner is a
minor under 18 years of age will be required by Court in order to issue a summons.

7.

Additional copies of docurents to be conformed by the Clerk. Copies of the cover sheet and this addendum
must be served along with the summons and complaint, or other initiating pleading in the case.

CO~Pleted Summons form for 'issuance by the Clerk.
I .

I

filin~ fee, unless fees have been waived.
I

.

.

.

I

'.

I

I

I·
.~'.

11'1
'-.rv"

LACIV,,109
(Rev. 03111)
y ..'
LASC Approved 03-04
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